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FROM THE DESK OF JOHN LUCIANO:

A MESSAGE TO OUR VALUED
CUSTOMERS:

Like so many of you, I am closely following the developments of the COVID-19
crisis that is affecting us all.
Although we are still open, right now what matters the most are the people
affected by this crisis. I want you to know that we are always putting our
customers, our teammates, our neighbors, and of course our families first. I
hope you are all safe and healthy in this difficult and uncertain time.
WE ARE HERE FOR YOU.
As I’ve mentioned before, Street Volkswagen of Amarillo is open and ready
to assist you in all your automotive needs. I believe our dealership falls in the
essential business category because we help keep you on the road in many
ways. At Street Volkswagen of Amarillo we are committed to continue business
as usual but making sure our customers and team members feel comfortable
while here. As part of those efforts, we are taking the following steps to safely
continue essential operations and serve our community.
We are going the extra mile to ensure the cleanliness of our facilities and
vehicles, including the frequent use of hospital-grade disinfectant, hand
sanitizer locations throughout our dealership, and vehicles being disinfected
before and after service appoints and test drives.
For those who prefer not to come into the dealership, we are offering home
vehicle pick-up and drop-off for service and sales appointments, which includes

complimentary sanitization of each vehicle for cleanliness and safety.
All team members in our stores are following strict social distancing
guidelines. We have allowed employees who can work from home to do so,
to decrease the number of people in our dealership.

MARCH EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH:

ALEX NORTH

We are closely following the Centers of Disease Control recommendations.
I am excited to announce to you that Volkswagen Credit is currently offering
programs such as 0% financing and payments deferral options up to 180
days with the purchase of a new Volkswagen.
If you have any questions, please give me a call at Street Volkswagen or stop
by if you feel comfortable, but please remember to put your health first. Our
team is available to work with you over the phone, Facebook or our online
chat feature on our website.
THANK YOU
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank all medical personnel and first
responders who are on the front lines and taking such good care of our
community. Thank you to all grocery store works who have stepped up
during this difficult time. On behalf of our entire staff at Street Volkswagen of
Amarillo, I hope you and your family and your friends stay safe and healthy.

-John Luciano

We are excited to announce Alex North as
our March 2020 Employee of the Month!
Alex is a VW Technician. He is always
helping others and has a great attitude in
the shop! Way to go Alex, we are all proud
of you and your hard work!
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FROM RAGS TO RICHES
By: Danny Mize
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KYLE ELDER SURPRISES DAD WITH
TACOMA
Kyle Elder, our Used Car Manager surprised his dad with a
Tacoma for his 56th Birthday!

Adapted from The One Year Book of Amazing Stories by Robert
Petterson, page 517
She has written make-believe stories filled with magic, but her
personal story may be the most magical one of all. Joanne
was raised in poverty. Plus, she cared for her ailing mom.
During that difficult time, she began to write notes for a book
on paper napkins she found on tabletops. She was twentyfive when her mother died and she was able to devote more
time to her book. To make ends meet, she taught English in
Portugal where she met Jorge. After a miscarriage, they got
married. Later she gave birth to Jessica. But her rocky marriage
imploded. So she headed home to the UK with little Jessica
and only three completed chapters in her briefcase.
It was hard to concentrate while living in a cramped apartment
as the single parent of a baby, jobless and flat broke. She
worked on her book in cafes while Jessica slept in her baby
carriage – but the book was getting nowhere. Joanne’s
world was unraveling. She had lost her mother, suffered a
miscarriage, and seen her marriage collapse – and now she
was living on welfare. She felt like the biggest failure on earth.
Suicidal depression invaded. Yet, somehow she found the
resiliency to finish those last chapters.
But, several publishing houses rejected her manuscript. Finally,
Bloomsbury of London decided to take a chance on a story
about Harry, Hogwarts, and wizardry. Even then they asked her
to change her name, Joanne Katherine Rowling, to J.K. Rowling
– because they were afraid that boys wouldn’t read a book
authored by a woman.
It’s good that Bloomsbury took a chance on Harry Potter. Since
that first book, Joanne Katherine Rowling has sold five hundred
million copies in her series, won scores of literary awards, and
has had novels turned into blockbuster movies. She now has
a net worth of $1 billion. Some fifteen years after she was
penniless and suicidal, J.K. Rowling was listed in Forbes as one
of the richest and most powerful women in the world. Yet she
has never forgotten her roots – giving a large portion of her
earnings to charities.
This amazing rags-to-riches story reminds us that it’s always
too soon to give up. They say that night is always darkest
before dawn. The key is to keep plugging away until the dawn
breaks. If you are going through a dark time, you might want to
take heart from the mantra that J.K. Rowling repeated during
her blackest nights:
Happiness can be found even in the darkest of time, if only one
remembers to turn on the light.
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POSITIVE MINDSET

By: Ron Garverick
With everything happening around us these last few weeks,
I feel as if we’re living through a scary movie like Outbreak,
2012, Day After Tomorrow or Armageddon! Even though the
world is not coming to an end the media is making it out to
be, social media is having a heyday with it also but let me tell
you this: God is on our side and he is here to protect all of us.
Nothing can stop you, God will never leave you nor forsake
you and that’s all you need. President Franklin D. Roosevelt
said during World War II, “There is nothing to fear, but fear
itself.” Well, I am here to tell you that we have nothing to fear.
We all have to keep a positive mindset. Positive thinking is a
mental and emotional attitude that focuses on the bright side
of life and expects positive results. Having a positive mindset
means making positive thinking a habit, continually searching
for the silver lining and making the best out of any situation
you find yourself in. If we all have this mindset and keep a
positive attitude we can accomplish anything. We have great
people in this organization that will not drop the ball and will
take care of their people. You have to believe that through all
this, positive things will come out of it.

As you go home tonight and talk with your loved ones about
the issues we are facing with the COVID-19, hug them,
hold them and tell them you love them. Don’t be afraid and
don’t worry because it will all pass. I know most of you are
thinking, “What about my job? How do I make money?” The
government will not allow us to fail, we will be taken care of.
The car business has been through a lot since the Evolution
of the car business, The Great Depression, World War II,
Korean War, Vietnam War, Market Crash in 1987, 9/11, and
the Recession in 2008 and we have still overcome the odds
and triumph through it all.
Believe it or not people that need a car will find a way to buy
one and we will be here to sell the customer a car. The banks
will still be open to loan the money, the manufacturers will
always be building new vehicles so we are all safe.
People have been selling things since the beginning of time,
selling furs, meat, tools and crops to one another through
trade and other sources. Some sold their ideas to others on
better opportunities in their lives. Thomas Edison tried selling
his idea on several different inventions 67 times till the 68th
time someone bought his idea and which became electricity.
So we have what it takes to sell anything to anyone. Why not
cars. You should be thankful we work for a great organization
where John Luciano fights day in and day out on the phone
with VW to make sure HIS people, HIS family is taken care
of. The things this man does for this business is not for him,
but for all of us. The sleepless nights, the business trips, the
fighting for the greater good, he does for his people. John
Luciano will put his people in the dealership and the people
in the VW brand before himself. John is a man with integrity
and honor and that is what he puts forth in his people. So
put trust in him and have no fear, this will pass, we will all
go back to normal. This is not the End of Days, this is not our
Armageddon. Friends all seriousness, we are going to be fine.
In God we Trust.
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THANK YOU DAVID’S ELECTRIC FOR
THE PIZZA ON 03/31/20
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EMPLOYEES AROUND THE DEALERSHIP
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